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“Race is the child of  Racism not the parent”

Characteristics of  Racial Groups

• Are not biologically defined 
• No explicit behaviors, values, etc define members of the 

group(s)
• Are sociopolitical constructs that maintain a status hierarchy
• Result in differential socialization or treatment of people as if 

categories are real
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RACE is a SOCIAL CONSTRUCT 
not an inherently physical attribute

• Racism is the socially constructed belief that inherent 
differences among the various human racial groups 
determine cultural or individual achievement the idea that 
one's own race is superior and has the right to dominate 
others or that a particular racial group is inferior to the 
others. 

• Racism results in the unequal and unearned distribution of 
power, resources, benefits and results.
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Approaches to reduce racism

• Cultural competence - focuses on the traits of particular 
cultures as gateways to effective communication.

• Diversity – appreciation of differences, about quantity
• Inclusion & Equity – state of being valued, respected and 

supported, about quality: the equitable distribution of 
power, resources, benefits and results.

• Understand the local history of racism
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History of  Segregation & Resistance in Fort Lauderdale
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Suggested Solutions

• Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF) recommends knowing the local history of 
race relations to start conversations about racial inequities.

• Knowing the history helps prevent repeating history and understanding the 
morphing of systemic and structural racism (ie., eminent domain to 
gentrification).

• Knowing the history honors the legacy of resistance and resilience.

• Share local history with Service Providers.
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Process by which Segregation Leads to Poverty
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33311 Poverty Data & ALICE Data

● Percent of all people in 33311 below

poverty level was 32.1% vs. 14.3% in

Broward (ACS, 2009-2013)

● In 2000 PERCENT of all people in 33311

below poverty level was 30.6% vs. 11.5%

for Broward (Decennial Census).
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Suggested Solutions: Moving from Segregation to Equity

● National Foundations – Ford, Kellogg

● Local Initiatives

● Broward Municipal Services District, City of Fort 

Lauderdale reinvestment in infrastructure, housing 

and economic development

● Promise Zone – coordination and enhancement of 

services/opportunities 

● Fort Lauderdale Community Center Empowerment 

Summits

● Funded Programs and Service Systems

Equity is the just and fair inclusion into a society 

where all can participate, prosper, and reach their full potential. 

Angela Glover Blackwell, Policy Link
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Structural Racism & White Privilege

Structural racism describes the cumulative and compounding 
effects of an array of factors that systematically privilege white 
people and disadvantage people of color. Evidence of Structural 
Racism is found in Black and Brown residents of Broward lagging on 
every Quality of Life Indicator (economic, education, health, and 
criminal justice)

Structural racialization is a set of processes that may generate 
disparities or depress life outcomes without any racist actors. (john 
a. powell)
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Structural Racism & White Privilege

Historical Legacy
(Conditions, Policies, Practices & Perceptions)

+
Institutional Racism

(Following all the rules without questioning)(Rita Cameron Wedding)

+
Implicit Bias & Racial Anxiety

(Use of Unconscious Bias in Decision Making)
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Structural Racism Examples

• The negative perception of black men and boys is itself a structural barrier. And it can be a 
matter of life and death. (Perception Institute, 2015)

• As then-superintendent of Arlington VA schools, Rob Smith says in Gaining On the Gap, “The 
issues of expectations and access to opportunity were affected by elements of institutional 
racism reflected in the perceptions, perhaps unwittingly or unconsciously, of an 
overwhelmingly White administration and faculty. I came to believe that the issue of cultural 
competence and issues related to White privilege must be confronted directly, systematically.”

• “We are each part of the problem and part of the solution. I am part of the problem when I do 
not reflect on my own biases and the impact they have on my interactions with others. I am 
part of the solution when I speak up when I observe inequitable policies and practices…”Tim 
Cottman, co-author Gaining on the Gap
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Structural Racism Examples

• New forms of white racism do not depend upon the overt racism of Jim Crow. Instead, white 
“colorblind” ideology adapts four strategies to maintain privilege: 

• i) Utilize an abstract liberalism that rhetorically supports equal opportunity but opposes 
any policy to alleviate persistent inequality; 

• ii) Explain away race by claiming it is natural; for example, segregation occurs because 
“everybody is attracted to people who look the same”; 

• iii) Claim inequality is due to cultural difference, for example, “Mexicans don’t value 
education as much as Japanese;” and 

• iv) Minimize racial consequences by arguing “it’s past—get over it."
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Reflection

Adapted from Mark Zuckerberg's letter to his daughter Max
• Building a better world starts with building strong and healthy communities.
• Promoting equality is about making sure everyone has access to these opportunities -- regardless of the nation, families or 

circumstances they are born into.   Our society must do this not only for justice or charity, but for the greatness of human 
progress. Today we are robbed of the potential so many have to offer. The only way to achieve our full potential is to 
channel the talents, ideas and contributions of every person in the world.

• Can we truly empower everyone -- women, children, underrepresented minorities, immigrants and the unconnected? If 
our generation makes the right investments, the answer to each of these questions can be yes -- and hopefully within your 
lifetime.

• It's difficult to reach your full potential when:
• If you have an unhealthy childhood
• If you have to wonder whether you'll have food or rent
• If you fear you'll go to prison rather than college because of the color of your skin,
• or that your family will be deported because of your legal status, 
• or that you may be a victim of violence because of your religion, sexual orientation or gender identity

• By partnering with schools, health centers, parent groups and local governments, and by ensuring all children are well 
fed and cared for starting young, we can start to treat these inequities as connected. 

• Advancing human potential and promoting equality are tightly linked. If we want either, we must first build
• inclusive and healthy communities. 
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Reflection & Suggested Solutions

• We lead with racial equity because we won’t succeed for all kids unless we succeed for 
those kids who are farthest away from opportunity. (Paola Maranan, Children’s Alliance, 
AECF publication).

• Maranan dispels the notion that children of color will automatically benefit if solutions are 
simply structured to improve the lives of all kids…the systems were not built for these kids, 
the inequities did not result just from something benign, it was the result of design. 

• Use AECF Stakeholder and Systems Analysis Guides from the “Race Equity and Inclusion 
Action Guide.”

• Provide training and reflection opportunities on structural racism and the unequitable 
distribution of privilege.
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Implicit Bias & Racial Anxiety
(Sears & Henry, 2003)

• Most Americans believe in racial and gender equality and reject discrimination in any form. Yet, stereotypes embedded in our 

brains, shaped over time by history and culture, can lead us to view the world through a biased lens and behave contrary to our 

deeply held egalitarian values. (Perception Institute, 2015)

Implicit Bias – “Implicit bias refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner” 

(Kirwan Institute, 2015). These biases, which can be both favorable or unfavorable, are activated involuntarily without an individual’s awareness. The implicit bias 

in our subconscious causes us to have feelings and attitudes about other people based on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, age, and appearance. These biases 

develop at a very early age through exposure to direct and indirect messages such as news programming and the media. Implicit biases are pervasive. Everyone 

possesses them and they do not necessarily align with our declared beliefs or even reflect positions we would endorse.

Racial Anxiety – discomfort about the potential consequences of inter-racial interactions (Whites fear being perceived as racist, Blacks fear 

being discriminated against)

• Implicit biases and racial anxiety affect our sense of empathy for boys and men of color and our sense of outrage for the 

conditions they face — and, therefore, our capacity and will to transform the political and policy environment needed to change 

structural impediments to their success. (Alexis McGill Johnson, Perception Institute, 2015)
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Suggested Solutions

• Understanding these racialized perceptions and physiological responses and what influences 
them is crucial to our ability to connect our activism to the messaging and relationship-
building that will foster increased understanding, and ultimately the will to change behaviors 
at the individual and institutional levels (Perception Institute, 2015).

• Advances in psychology and neuroscience also allow us to understand the complexities of 
people’s racial reactions, and measure the effect of our toxic racial culture on perceptions 
and behavior. 

• Provide training to service systems and providers on ways to reduce implicit bias and racial 
anxiety

• Create alternative narratives, media releases about systemic racialization and positive 
images of children, youth and families of color
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Suggested Solution – Implicit Bias & Racial Anxiety Training

De-biasing Strategies (Kirwin Institute, 2015)

1. Capacity building for underserved populations – targeted mentoring/intership programs

2. Create advisory boards that bring different perspectives and coach leadership on the change process (Paul 

Schmidt, Collective Impact Forum)

3. Know local history of segregation and survival 

4. Self- Assessment at employee and organizational levels

5. De-biasing Training

6. Include Monitoring Element for reducing implicit bias

7. Insure Disaggregated Outcomes show equity

8. Strengthen Relationships with Community partners to empower local populations including participation in the 

development and evaluation of service systems/programs.

9. Generate Opportunities to Counter Stereotypes include:

 Counter-stereotypic training

 Expose people to counter-stereotypic individuals

 Intergroup contact

 A sense of accountability

 Taking the perspective of others
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CSC Disaggregated Outcomes for 33311
FY 14/15

● Family Strengthening

● 186 successful completers – 11% recidivism at 12 months post 

program 

● 97% Black

● New DAY 

● 85 successful completers – 9% recidivism at 12 months post 

program 

● 100% Black mostly males

● Potential future analysis: MOST 3rd Grade Promotions
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What’s Working

● Evidence Based Programs (TOP, GGC, etc…)

● Opportunities for Positive Youth Development (OST, SYEP, STEP, 

etc.)

● Trusted Adult Mentor

● Community Service Learning

● Culturally Appropriate Supports (ie. LGBTQ, Black males, Latina 

females, etc…)

● Connect to community support or services (211)
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33311 Child & Family Trend Data
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CSC Provider & Staff  Reflections and Suggested Solutions

● Substance abuse, mental health, food insecurity, housing stress trump programming 

effectiveness

● Training case managers to effectively connect families to services including (1) dealing with 

high turnover of staff in case manager positions; (2) systematically identifying service gaps; 

(3) expand use of One E APP; (4) deal with changing eligibility requirements

● Address waitlist for afterschool programs

● Need legislation around youth with delinquency records

● Support private sector job pipelines for high wage jobs

● Increase effectiveness of 211 – mobile app for services
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3 Pitfalls to Avoid While Co-Creating Equity
(Collective Impact Forum 10/26/15)

● PITFALL #1: Thinking that serving low income communities and communities of color equates with co-

creating equity. Helping those in need is not the same as co-creating equity. 

● PITFALL #2: While ensuring high-quality, culturally competent care is an incredibly important 

advancement, moving toward equity requires that we meaningfully engage those most 

impacted by inequities, in the effort to eliminate them. 

● PITFALL #3: Organizations and collaborations who are striving to co-create equity have not reflected 

on how power, privilege, and oppression play out in everyday relationships, collaborations, 

organizations and institutions. We need to examine our own individual and organizational power 

and privilege and how we may unintentionally be perpetuating the very inequities we are trying 

to eliminate. This can often be difficult in an organizational culture that values professionalism, the 

mind, and analysis above anything. 
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Suggested Solutions

• Address how racism and virulent segregation created and sustains 
Broward’s most impoverished zip codes (West Park, Liberia, Collier 
City, Lauderhill).

• Build ongoing inclusive relationships with family leaders of 33311, 
West Park, Liberia, Lauderhill, and Collier City. Inclusion is more 
than simply diversity and numerical representation, inclusion 
involves authentic and empowered participation and a sense of 
belonging. (AECF)



Additional Suggestions & Next Steps
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